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An individual course tailor-made to meet your specific needs. Courses of 15, 20, 
25 or 30 hours per week are available, from beginner level.
 

♦ A course designed precisely to your needs
♦ Add private lessons to your group course or just study 1:1
♦ From £1332 per week (15 hours p/wk)

Individual Tuition

Take an IELTS or Cambridge preparation programme and gain a qualification 
recognised for university entrance around the world. From intermediate and 
upwards. 
 

♦ IELTS Preparation
♦ Cambridge (B2 First, C1 Advanced) Preparation
♦ Gain the strategy you need to excel in your exam
♦ From £377 per week

Exam Preparation

English World ClasSIX is a small group course for professionals, business people 
and the ambitious. From lower intermediate to advanced. 26.5 hours per week.
 

♦ For the professional and aspiring professional
♦ Engage on equal terms in the business arena
♦ A maximum of 6 participants in the scenario-based sessions
♦ From £577 per week

Mini Group courses

Learn English quickly and gain knowledge, skills and confidence.  Courses from 
1 to 52 weeks. From beginner to advanced. 26.5 hours per week.
 

♦ For ambitious, serious and mature learners
♦ Gain a sophisticated, international identity
♦ Maximum 12 students per class
♦ From £377 per week

English World

An initial teacher training qualification for English teachers in the UK and 
overseas. It is validated by Trinity College, London, and provides the qualification 
required to work in an accredited school in the UK. 
 

♦ Successful students receive both the Trinity CTESOL and the CertTEALS© 
certificates
♦ Go beyond teaching the language and learn how to teach English as a life skill
♦ £1495 for a 4 week course

Cert TEALS© with CTESOL

Our courses
Start any Monday
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Offers the same benefits as the Standard Homestay with the addition of a private bathroom.
♦ Increase your confidence and fluency in a comfortable, catered home-away-from-home
♦ Hosts are hand-picked on friendliness and interaction
♦ £353 p/wk

Ensuite Homestay

For those who enjoy independence and luxury, our private apartments offer sophistication 
and style in the heart of the city.
 

♦ Offering a truly sophisticated lifestyle in the city
♦ From studio-size to 2 bed
♦ From £130 per night

Private Apartments

Our homestay accommodation provides students with a welcoming environment with 
local British people. Living with homestay hosts gives you the opportunity to practise 
what you have learned in your lessons and experience British culture and food.
 

♦ Increase your confidence and fluency in a comfortable, catered home-away-from-home
♦ Hosts are hand-picked on friendliness and interaction
♦ £230 p/wk

Standard Homestay

For a truly relaxing and stress-free stay in Cambridge we can help you book a room from 
our range of hand-picked hotels. 
 

♦ Your ultimate in stress-free serviced living
♦ Close to school and self-catered, providing a relaxing base from which to work and study
♦ From £90 per person, per night

3, 4 and 5 star hotels

Our accommodation
Living in Cambridge



A studious and academic atmosphere
Cambridge is home to one of the most prestigious universities in the world, which is spread throughout the heart of this beautiful city. 
Because the city is relatively small, wherever you are in the centre you’re in the midst of a world-leading academic community. Regent 
Cambridge students make the most of the safe, quiet surroundings to concentrate on making serious progress.

Stylish, comfortable learning environment
With an open, modern layout Regent Cambridge is set up to remind students that they are not in a conventional school. Ambitious 
learners deserve a professional environment to study in, and our classrooms, Applied Learning Centre with its computer suite, 
comfortable student lounge and bright, airy mezzanine reading room all reflect this.

 

 

Open, inclusive school community
Our ethos goes beyond the classroom, and we aim to inspire learners to use English at every opportunity. Every week, our Cultural 
Programme offers a variety of occasions to practice English in a relaxed environment. We also encourage students to travel across the 
UK on our weekend excursions to some of the country’s most interesting historical sites. London is easily accessible by train in under 
an hour with its incredible variety of museums, theatres, famous sights and historic buildings.

 

Recognised for exceptional standards
Regent Cambridge is trusted by students and partners worldwide for our results-focused approach to learning which places the 
student in the driving seat of the learning process. In 2016 we received a glowing British Council report which resulted in being 
named a Centre of Excellence by EL Gazette, who placed us in the top 100 language schools in the UK. Regent courses open your 
mind to an international future, giving you the skills to make the changes you need to realise your personal vision. 

If English is a door to the world, Regent for me has been the key to open it
Chiara, Italy

Why Regent Cambridge?

School and facilities
A world-renowned centre of progress and excellence


